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Abstract
In this article, a charge-plasma (CP)-based double gate schottky barrier FET structure has been
investigated using dielectric controlled biomolecule sensor. The use of Hafnium as a charge plasma at
the source side encourages an n+ charge plasma in an un-doped silicon region, which expressively
decreases the Schottky barrier thickness. The oxide below the Metal gate M1 and M2 is etched out to
create nanogap openings for biomolecule �nding. Here, the existence of molecules is categorized by the
modi�cation in oxide material inside the nanogap and the related charge densities, hence, to controls the
tunneling thickness at the Metal-source-silicon channel interface, also with the help of plasma charges in
an intrinsic-Si �lm. This paper is mainly focused on the fundamental physics of the proposed structure
and approximations of their relative sensitivity detecting enactment. The sensing enactment has been
assessed for charged biomolecules and charge-neutral biomolecules by widespread device simulation,
and the special properties of the biomolecule. The proposed device improves its control over the
tunneling region and this has been used for the sensing, ensuing to larger on-state drain current (Ids)
sensitivity for biomolecule. Hence, the gate voltage is recognised as the active design parameters for
e�cient reduction. Moreover, the sensing of the SB FET-based biosensor threshold voltage (Vth),
abnormality in the on-current (Ion), and Ion/Ioff ratio has been shown. Also, the charge-plasma (CP)-
based double gate schottky barrier FET simulations calibrated with experimental results. Hence, the
relative change in Ion using charge-plasma (CP)-based double gate schottky barrier FET biosensor
maintain improved detecting ability for biomolecule recognition.

Introduction
In the earlier, research signi�cant exploration has been absorbed on silicon-�lm based FET biosensors
owed to the capable features of great sensitivity, smallest delay, scaled sizes and minimum cost [1–4].
The FET-based biosensors have the restriction of thermal electron emission and have a contact
resistance and fabrication cost can be more [5]. Due to that schottky tunneling mechanism is preferred,
the schottky barrier (SB)-FET modi�ed the restriction and drops the short channel effect [6–8]. Later, SB-
FET- based biosensor has appeared as an appropriate applicant for improved sensitivity and response
time than MOSFET-based biosensor [9–11]. The simple working of a Schottky barrier (SB) �eld-effect
transistor (FET) conventional biosensor is to moderate the electrical properties with gate bias over the
combination of objective biomolecules, then calculating the improved electrostatic enactment limitations.
Such conventional SB-FET enactment limitations naturally contain the capacitance, Ion-current,
transconductance and threshold voltage [12]. The bene�ts of sensing conventional biosensors contain
their scope of on-chip integration, scalability, and low power dissipation [13]. The sensing of conventional
device is critical and advanced sensing near the objective biotic species identi�es greater ability. The
dielectric moderated conventional schottky device is measured as unique capable of schottky-tunneling -
based biosensors, have the ability to sensing both charge-neutral as well as charge biotic types. The
modulation of dielectric in conventional device includes a nanogap under the gate-metal region or in the
gate-dielectric. The abnormality of capacitance established on dielectric constant (k) and charge-density
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(ρ) of the biomolecules [14]. The conventional devices are developed as the conceivable extra for
numerous gate-metal planned metal oxide semiconductor FETs due to their greater enactment in relations
to subthreshold swing, power dissipation, and speed. Such greater enactment of SB-FET has been
recognised by its schottky carrier tunneling electron transport [15, 16]. Therefore, the enlargement of SB-
FET- biosensors for label-free tenders with greater sensitivity and lesser retort time is drawing extra
consideration in the latest days. The modulated dielectric SB-FET established biosensor has been
described newly by joining the bene�ts of modulating the dielectric with the essential advantage of SB-
FET- created by biosensors. Though, there are insu�cient rumours study on the in�uence of structural
adjustments on the sensing enactment of SB-FET. The modi�ed SB-FETs, construction has exposed
extensive possibilities for controlling the transfer characteristics and thus re�ning the subthreshold swing
of SB-FET.

Further, the research actuality motivated on surmounting power supply with the decrease in lower channel
effects [6], modulation of dielectric in SB-FET -based biosensor has �xed the care on the research. The
SB-FET based sensor uses the idea of charge plasma technique to improve the sensing ability of the SB-
FET. So far, the possible bene�ts of SB FET- sensors have only been imitated in hypothetical
consideration with no fabrication protests. Moreover, Charge plasma creation in an SB-FET involves great
thermal-budget, and carrier �ow conferring are high -temperature practices. In this conventional design,
the additional boundary in SB-FET having distress in discovering the unexpected doping shape at metal-
silicon and silicon-metal interfaces due to the �ow of electronics from metal as a source to silicon to the
metal as a drain. This grades in a rise in the chance of dopant variations which might differ the
sensitivity of the SB –FET from the expected outcomes. Additionally, destructive reducing the dimensions
in these SB-FET has caused bigger S/D contact resistance [17]. Later, for imminent reducing the
dimensions of SB-FET-sensors in the nano rule. The use of metal-silicide as source and drain will offer a
hopeful solution to the chain resistance di�culty. The metal as source and drain are included suddenly
and, therefore, removes the condition of doping contour in SB-FET. Further, in CMOS- harmonious, offers
improved scalability and needs moderately lesser temperature for S/D creation nearly 600 C [18]. In the
opinion of the said problems, the proposed charge plasma-based dielectric variation Schottky barrier FET
as a potential structure and examine it for sensing application of charged and charged neutral
biomolecules. The proposed structure has a lightly doped p-type Si channel, metal-source–drain regions,
and hence, is clear after doping- matters. The nanogap hollows by imprint out the oxide beneath the
metal. Similarly, for the right time, SB FET diminishing is mainly due to the creation of charge plasma has
been used as a technique to possibly notice the impartial as well as charged biomolecules. The schottky
barrier diminishing grades in current variation by altering the drain current section due to the schottky
tunneling through the schottky barrier, whereas the drain current section by thermionic emission
completed the barrier rests natural. The proposed biosensor improved device characteristics. The
sensitivity improvement of the proposed SB-FET biosensor for neutral and charged biomolecules are
examined.

Device Structure And Simulation Setup
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The schematic using charge plasma-based dielectric variation schottky barrier-FET biosensor device is
shown in Fig. 1. The proposed biosensor contains metal Source/Drain junctions, with charge plasma near
the source region, an intrinsic Silicon channel with acceptor doping Na= 1x1015 cm− 3. The dual metal
double-gate design is measured its device near simulation is �ne recognized. By calculation, the dual
metal function concurrently in a double metal gate architecture and capably improve the in�uence of the
biomolecule using charge density - dielectric constant, foremost to greater sensing of the biosensors. To
attain advanced carrier tunneling, the higher barrier height is considered near the source region. The gate
length of dielectric variation SB-FETs is considered as 45 nm. The lateral distance of metal-source and
metal-drain regions is 15 nm both and the depth of the silicon-channel is measured as 10 nm. The
nanogap region, shown in Fig. 1, is prepared by succeeding the fabrication stages described in [18]. A 2-
nm dense HfO2 deposit inside the nanogap region performances as dielectric to avoid the leakage current
at metal-gate to silicon region brought compassion deprivation. The n-type channel SB-FETs device
simulations are achieved using Silvaco T-CAD, a commercially accessible device emulator [19]. The
thickness gradient imitation model has been used to contain the properties of dimension quantization on
the electron transference as well as for better conjunction in the mathematical imitation. The dynamic
tunneling model as the nonlocal path is combined to approximation the tunneling module. This model
energetically calculates the band-to-band tunnelling (BTBT) lane from the conduction and valence band
contour [19]. The horizontal tunnelling width is measured at a deepness of 0.15 nm after the surface,
where BTBT is high at the silicon surface. This research is achieved for a selection of the charge density
(ρ) and dielectric constant (K) as objective biomolecules inside the range of cavity region. The charge
density (ρ) and dielectric constant (K) are selected from the resulting [18], preserving a constant change
among the following (ρ) and (K) values for the improved performance. Further, the whole region is �lled
up with the nanogap region by the biomolecules has been expected. The individual single material
constraint of attention, using �rst with dielectric constant and next with charge density, is measured to
�uctuate individual to detect its individual outcome on the sensing property of the sensor. The meshing
approach has been measured nonuniformly to make a change from one region of material to an
alternative and a moderately thicker meshing has been selected at the edge. Though, the meshing
approach is preferred sensibly so that the calculation time is inside the suitable range.

A 2-Dimensional device simulation study is achieved with the silvaco T-CAD simulator [19]. In device
simulation, the Lombardi motion method is used to internment the electric �eld and doping absorption-
reliant on mobility. Also, drift-diffusion is included for internment the conveyance practice of electrons.
Universal Schottky Tunneling model is involved to detention the electron tunneling near the schottky
junction [18], [19]. Shockley–Read–Hall and AUGER techniques have activated the recombination of
minority carrier. Fermi–Dirac statistic, and band-gap reduction, model is involved. Similarly, for precise
relative study, the simulation of the device is executed by the identical limitations and method for
together experimental and proposed structures. Using the charge plasma-based dielectric variation
schottky barrier-FET, typical parameters are mainly adjusted to compare the transfer characteristics by
repeating the fabrication outcome in Fig. 2, as compared in our work [20]. A respectable promise among
fabricated and device simulator outcome was attained. A stable charge density at the oxide interface is
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familiarized to replicate the outcome of a charged biomolecule in the dielectric region. Here, a simple
operation of the charge plasma-based dielectric variation SB-FET biosensor diminishing by variation in
the charge densities and the related dielectric constants as biomolecules in the nanogap hollow region.
On behalf of a cavity �lled by air-gap (K = 1), schottky is extreme though the biomolecules are
familiarized in the nanogap region, when K greater than one, schottky width surprises to decrease, with
the enlarged capacitance. Further, it can also be implicit as the rise in density of electrons below the
charge plasma outstanding to the creation of tunneling. Also in Fig. 2 shows the energy band diagram of
the charge plasma based dielectric variation schottky barrier –FET. The energy band shows the on-state
condition taking Vgs= 0.8 V and Vds= 0.8 V. The thinning of schottky barrier linked with the electron
plasma charges of great density being formed by the Hafnium oxide near-source region [21, 22].

Figure 3 shows the conduction band energy using charge plasma based dielectric variation SB –FET as
biosensors by varying different dielectric constants and charge densities of the biosensor,
correspondingly. It must be noticeable that the conduction band have been shown at Vds = 0.8 V and Vgs=
0.8 V. In common, to the event of the biomolecule, the transfer of electrons in schottky energy band
twisting increases, with a decrease in tunneling length. The conduction band in Fig. 3(a) shows the
variance in tunneling of conduction band tinning by using charge plasma based dielectric variation in the
proposed device decreases with growing dielectric constants of the biomolecule models. Moreover,
Fig. 3(b) shows the rises in complex negative charge density of the biomolecules. Later the biomolecule,
in the proposed device gate-to-channel connection decrease is the maximum in the proposed device, the
accomplished variance in the tunneling of conduction band twisting among the biosensors is also
maximum. Then, the biomolecule in the proposed device hints to superior modi�cation in the thinning
conduction band, and thus, a larger variation in the smallest tunneling length is possible.

Further, the effects are exposed in relations to the smallest tunneling length, as plotted for the dielectric-
constant keeping charge density ρ = 0 for biomolecule models shown in Fig. 4 correspondingly. Such
change in tunneling at Vds = 0.5 V the proposed device shows improved drain current compassion at
quite lesser drain bias. The de�nitive environment of smallest tunneling width obeyed for conduction-
band with biomolecules as a dielectric.

For evolving an improved thoughtful on the quali�ed routine of the proposed device, it is critical to
experience proportional learning on the bias need of the tunneling interface in biosensors. The e�ciency
of the dielectric constant on the tunneling region can be measured by a constraint clear as electrostatic

potential sensitivity, , given by.
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The advanced potential compassion, better will be the result of biomolecule over tunneling region where 

 and  are the electrostatic potentials earlier and later biomolecule, correspondingly. Hence, it is
obvious that advanced electrostatic potential superior will be the effect on biomolecule sensing schottky
region. Later, the effect of tunneling region on the electrostatic potential difference with gate bias (Vgs=
0.8 V) and drain bias (Vds= 0.8 V) has been examined the sensitivity. In general, the electrostatic potential
rises with the rise of both gate and drain bias shown in Fig. 5. Figure 5(a, b) shows the variation of
dielectric constants keeping charge density as (ρ) = 0 and variation of charge densities, respectively. The
electrostatic potential has reduced in the nonappearance of biomolecules (K = 1), and later, with a
growing dielectric constant greater than k, shows a superior connection between the silicon channel and
the source region. Moreover, the negative charge density in the nanogap region rises in the horizontal
band.

The simulation of drain current with change gate bias for a proposed device with the impact of dielectric
constant as biomolecules taking k = 1, 4 and 10 at Vds= 0.8 V for completely occupied nanogaps are
shown in Fig. 6. Figure 6 at k = 1 signi�es the current characteristics, after the cavity-region is occupied by
air shows a low drain current compared to k = 10. In this current characteristics, it is detected that the on-
current(2.3x10− 5) rises by the rise in dielectric constant K. In proposed device drain current curve shows
an improved Ion/Ioff ratio (0.2x1011) and minimum subthreshold swing (63mV/decade) are obtained. This
is for change in the dielectric, a BTBT is happening vertically to the gate oxide in adding to the tunnelling
region due to the occurrence of charge plasma. Similarly, the operation of greater work-function of gate
material at the drain decreases the Ioff -state current (1.381x10− 17). Then Ioff –current be depending
mostly on the electrons moving over barrier relatively than the tunneling region. Further, the expansion in
subthreshold swing. Hence, the complete current characteristics are detected to be better in the proposed
device. The conduction band energy diagram shown in Fig. 3 can validate the above outcome.

The reaction of these biosensors with neutral charge density is examined in relations to sensitivity. In this
case that the nanogap region is un�lled with biomolecules or �lled with biomolecules is designated.
Moreover, a position of the biosensors has the capability to return the reaction of the sensor by sensing
objects. Figure 7(a) and (b) shows the sensitivity, along with dissimilar biomolecules and variation of
charge densities, for the proposed device. It is observed that the sensitivity rises with the rise in
biomolecules as K’s shows extreme detected at biomolecules as K = 10 is improved in the proposed
device. Hence, the proposed device can be quali�ed to the improved charge plasma and improved
schottky tunnelling tolerating for much- enhanced Ion- Ioff ratio. Furthermore, the signi�cance, of variation
in on-state current rises and, hence, raises the sensitivity of the device. In the case of negative charge
density, the reduction in sensitivity with the rise in the amount of ρ, regardless of the K’s signi�cance.
Lesser sensitivity at upper ρ is detected due to a quite minor variation in Ion of the device. The cause of
reduced charge plasma and large tunneling width decreases the �eld release module of the total drain
current. Hence, this results decreases of the Ion and �nally the sensitivity of the device.
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Figure 8(a) shows the impact of negative charges on threshold voltage using charge plasma based SB-
FET as biosensor by taking k = 1, 4, 10, and 12. In this the charge of immobilized biomolecules �uctuates
from low to − 10× 1011 cm− 3, the drain current is moved to the right. This relates to the rise in threshold
voltage which can be detected from Fig. 8(a). Though, for a particular value of negative charge, the
threshold voltage knowingly decreases with the rise in dielectric constant. In Fig. 8(b) shows the decline
of threshold voltage with the rise in the amount of positive charges. For a certain value of a positive
charge, threshold voltage reduces with the growing value of the dielectric constant.

Conclusion
The proposed charge plasma based dielectric variation of SB-FET as biosensor section has been
considered in this device. The nanogap regions are designed in the device by removing out the gate-
dielectric below the gate region to detect the positive and negative charged biomolecules. The charge
density and dielectric constant related to the biomolecules modify the connection among source-channel
interfaces. This results controls the schottky thickness near the source/Si-channel interface. In a variation
of dissimilar dielectrics, and the charge density, on schottky barrier tunneling of electrons rate, drain
current, electrostatic potential, and sensitivity were examined. Moreover, by detecting the sensing ability
of the proposed biosensor is considered superior for the neutral and the charged biomolecules. Also, due
to the use of charge plasma, low doping silicon, and decreased doping variations outcome and can be
processed at a lower thermal budget.
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Figure 1

Charge-plasma based dielectric modulated SB-FET biosensor

Figure 2

(a) Energy band diagrams of the Charge plasma based dielectric variation -SB-FET along the device
length in the on-state (Vgs = 0.8 V, Vds = 0.8 V). (b) Transfer characteristics of experimental results of
[20], compared with proposed device.
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Figure 3

Conduction band for (a) change in dielectric constant as biomolecule at Vgs= 0.8 and Vds= 0.8 V and (b)
change in charge density ( ρ) at at Vgs= 0.8 and Vds= 0.5 V.

Figure 4
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Variation of tunneling length along with dielectric constant.

Figure 5

Variation of electrostatic potential sensitivity with different (a) dielectric constant (ρ = 0) (b) different
charge densities, ρ, at Vds = 0.8 V and Vgs= 0.8V.
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Figure 6

Transfer characteristics of the charge plasma based variation of -SB-FET as biosensor different dielectric
constants, K’s (at ρ = 0).

Figure 7

Sensitivity study of the charge plasma based SB-FET as biosensor at (a) different dielectric constants, K
(at ρ = 0) (b) different charge densities, ρ

Figure 8

Threshold Voltage along with different dielectric constant, k = 1,4,10 and 12 for (a) negative charge of
biomolecules for, (b) positive charge of biomolecules.


